
 
 Quando la bici è arte (When the bike is art) 
 
For any EBTC member who has ever ridden with Dante Dimaano you know that the bike is art. 
Dante’s Colnago in Mapei colours is 
truly gorgeous. It is my personal belief that a 
truly exquisite bike should look fast even when 
it’s standing against a wall. Producing beautiful 
Colnagos takes commitment and Ernesto 
Colnago certainly has that passion for the bike. 
 

It all began in 1954 with a 13-year-old boy who was to say the least 
smitten with all things cycling. To work as a welder at the Gloria 
bicycle factory, Ernesto Colnago actually changed his date of birth 
on his documents. This rich exposure naturally led Ernesto into a 
road racing career. However, a bad crash cut short that endeavor, 
and he then began sub-contracting to the Gloria factory out of a tiny shop at Via Garibaldi 10 in Cambiago. Money was 
so tight his father cut down a productive family-owned Mulberry tree to make a workbench. 
 
It was during a ride in 1955 that Ernesto met Fiorenzo Magni. On the ride Magni complained of leg pain and Ernesto 
pointed out that the cranks were mounted wrong. Ernesto re-mounted the cranks, and the leg pain was cured. Fortune 
smiled on Ernesto when he was offered a mechanic’s position on the Champion’s Nivea-Fuchs Team. The result – 
Ernesto’s first indirect victory at the Giro d’Italia. 
 
1956 Colnago devises a method of cold-bending fork tubes using an in-house developed wooden jig. This preserves 
elasticity in the steel and thereby improved the ride. 
1957 Gastone Nencini wins the Giro d’Italia on a Colnago bicycle. 
1960 Luigi Arenti rides to a gold medal at the Rome Olympics on a Colnago. During this decade Colnago gains a 
reputation as a top-shelf builder and riders and teams lined up to get their hands on their bikes 
 
1962 In observing the 16-year-old Gianni Motta pedaling; Ernesto sees a future champion and decides to provide the 
bicycles for him. Motta goes on to win the Giro di Lombardia in 1964, finish 3rd in the Tour de France in ’65 and triumph 
at the Giro d’Italia in ’66.   
 
The Ace of Clubs logo 
A win by Michele Dancelli on a Colnago in the 1970 Milan-San Remo race inspired Ernesto to change his logo to the now 
iconic ‘Asso di Fiori’. This brought an end to a long dry spell for Italians at San Remo. Given that San-Remo was known 
as La Primavera  (Spring) and traditionally known as the first race of the year, as it brought in the Spring with the blooms 
of the Mediterranean. Ernesto decided to change the emblem of the brand, not only to commemorate the moment 
Italian cycling had ‘flowered’ (as journalist Bruno Raschi suggested to Colnago) and the win was a ‘bicycle in flower.’ It 
helped, of course, that the Italian word ‘fiore’ meant both ‘flower’ and ‘clubs’, making it the perfect metaphorical label 
for the machine. It also reflected Colango’s desire to become an ‘ace’ of cycling. 
 
Merckx and the World Hour Record 
After the demise of the Faema team, “the cannibal” Eddie Merckx moved to the Molteni team. As a catalyst, Merckx 
helped push the state-of-the-art builder to new heights. As Colnago stated  "Merckx was an up-and-coming champion, 
and I was an up-and-coming bike builder. So, it was a real honour to work for a great champion like Merckx. It helped us 
to grow... when we made special forks, and special bikes." This included the super-light steel frame used by Merckx in 
1972 to break the world one-hour record. 
  



With a growing reputation from their racing wins, Colnago plunged into the market for production bikes. In the U.S., the 
early seventies witnessed another bike boom, and  Colnago was there to satisfy the desire for their race-winning frames. 
The mainstay of the Colnago line in the 1970s was the Super, followed by the Mexico, named in honor of the successful 
hour attempt. Other models were added including the Superissimo and Esa Mexico. 
 
A Bicycle for the Supreme Pontiff 
1979 – Ernesto Colnago presents as custom gold-plated bicycle to Pope John Paul the second. 
 
Solidifying the Colnago Reputation 
The 1980’s really established the Colnago steel frame as THE bicycle to ride if you wanted to win. Steel frames winning 
races made Colnago's reputation: "Between them, Eddy Merckx and Giuseppe Saronni won 719 races from 1965 to 
1988, and the bulk of those victories were aboard a steel Colnago. Ernesto Colnago first designed the Master frame in 
1982 as a replacement for the Mexico, which was named after Eddy Merckx’s successful Hour record in Mexico city. 
Over the course of 17 years in the pro peloton, the Master was ridden to hundreds of wins, and there are very few bikes 
that have such a palmarès."  
Since the 1980s, while Colnago continued to produce high-end steel bikes, they began to produce bike frames using 

material other than steel including titanium, aluminum, carbon and mixed 
material frames. One unique frame from this period, the Bititan (left), had a 
dual titanium down tube. 
 
Carbone Fibre Colnagos 
As early as 1981 Colnago prototyped the CX Pista – a full monocoque 
carbon fibre bike with disc wheels. When it was shown at the Milan Bike 
Show it was a showstopper. Afterwards, Colnago partnered with Ferrari to 
develop ground-breaking carbon fibre technology. Ferrari are also credited 
with challenging Colnago on his fork design. This led to Colnago’s innovative 
Precisa straight-bladed steel fork (1987). 

Colnago also experimented with multi-material frames, including the CT-1 and CT-2 constructed with titanium main 
tubes, carbon fiber forks and rear stays, and a similarly constructed (although short-lived) Master frame constructed 
with steel main tubes, carbon forks and stays. 
Colnago's early attempts at carbon fiber frames were not commercially successful, but the lessons learned were 
expressed in their flagship frames, such as the C-40, the most sought-after bicycle (1994), and its successor, the C-50 
(2004)–respectively named for Colnago's 40th and 50th years in bike building. These carbon fiber frames set new 
standards of excellence. They were built using a modified form of traditional bike frame construction, substituting 
carbon fiber lugs for microinfusion cast steel, and carbon fiber "tubes" for the complex steel tubes used for steel frame 
construction. Similar building techniques are used in the C59, named (as before) for its year of production. 
Many Director Sportif were sceptical about the very light almost delicate looking straight forks, especially in challenging 
races such as Paris-Roubaix. Mapei boss, Giorgio Squinzi, was especially concerned that the brutal cobbled sections 
would see the delicate forks snap under the hammering loads. The C40 went on to win 5 editions of Paris-Roubaix in 6 
years! Surprisingly, the victory of Tadej Pogačar in the 2020 edition of the Tour de France marked the first time a 
Colnago-branded bicycle was ridden by the overall classification winner, since Merckx's victories were aboard Colnago 
re-branded bikes. Pogačar repeated his win this year – again on a Colnago. 
 
Realities in the New Millennium  
As early as March of 2005 Colnago announced that they would join forces with Taiwanese-based A-Team (Giant, Merida 
and SRAM) to produce some of their mid-range bicycles for the Japanese and European markets. Up until 2006 Colnago 
produced nearly all of their framesets at their Cambiago factory. Beginning in 2006 the Primavera and Arte were built by 
Giant Bicycles of Taiwan. The CLX frame and CX-1 are both sourced from Taiwan. 
Currently, if you want a pure Italian road machine from Colnago – the C64 Disc, you’ll need to dig quite deep into your 
children’s college fund. You’ll need to drop $7,800.00 for the frameset alone!  
Andiamo! (let’s go).  
 


